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It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between signed
plane graphs and link diagrams via the medial construction. Indeed, it pro-
vides a method of studying links using graphs. In the late 1980s, the corre-
spondence was used to obtain a relation between Jones polynomial in knot
theory and Tutte polynomial in graph theory. The component number of the
corresponding link diagrams is however independent of the signs of the plane
graph. One of the first problems in studying links by using graphs via this
correspondence may be that of determining the component number of the link
diagrams corresponding to a signed plane graph. In [8], Mphako obtained the
component numbers of links corresponding to fans, wheels and wheels with
q consecutive spokes missing. In [9], Pisanski, Tucker and Žitnik determined
the component numbers of the links corresponding to wheels,prisms and an-
tiprisms. In [23], Jin, Dong and Tay determined the component numbers of
links corresponding to several families of lattices.
In this paper, we shall determine the component numbers of links cor-
responding to some graph families. The first chapter simply introduce some
background knowledge on graphs and links. In the Chapter 2, we provide
some general results on link component numbers of graphs. In the Chapter 3,
as an example,we determine the component number of links corresponding to
Sierpiński graph. In the following two chapters, we determine the component
number of links corresponding to 8.8.4 and 3.6.3.6 lattices, and determine the
component number of links corresponding to triangular and honeycomb lat-
tices,respectively. In the final chapter, we determine the component number














Klein bottle and projective plane.
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